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Pilgrims, travellers and tourists

A pilgrim is one who journeys, especially a long distance, to some sacred place as an act of devotion. In many ways the modern-day traveller is like a pilgrim, seeking to gain secular understanding and meaning, and having a whole world of places and experiences to select from. Places of religious pilgrimage are an attraction for many travellers.

The Pashupatinath temple complex is a site of major religious significance and attracts many pilgrims from the Indian subcontinent and neighbouring countries (including Tibet) who outnumber the tourists at most times of the year. Uluru is a place of spiritual significance for the Anangu and is also a place of secular pilgrimage. At the "handback" of Uluru in 1985, the Australian Governor General, Sir Ninian Stephens, spoke of this place as part of the spiritual heart of Australia (Hill 1994). He was speaking about the symbolic place of Uluru in the hearts of Australians as well as its significance for the Anangu.

Cultural tourists - those who visit cultural sites to gain a particular experience - expect to gain a deeper understanding and meaning from their visit. They want to walk the path of 'the traveller' and not that of the 'sight-seeing' tourist. And they want to walk in the footsteps of the local. Knowing that a place is sacred, they are torn between the desire to be one with the local culture and the desire not to intrude upon it.

The tourism literature offers several ways of describing tourists (Cohen 1979, Moscardo 1996); the latest by Bob McKercher and Hilary du Cros (2002) deals exclusively with cultural tourists. Their approach is based on defining what motivates the visitor to seek out a destination and absorb particular experiences. It also acknowledges that popular images of the destination and its attractions will influence the visitor's decision about what experiences to partake in long before they arrive at the destination. This is strongly evident at Uluru. The expectations of Pashupatinath are more nebulous as this place is little known to tourists (but well known to pilgrims). The five types of cultural tourists, their motivations and quality of experience they tend to require are:

- **purposful cultural tourist** - cultural tourism is the primary motive for visiting a destination and the individual has a deep cultural experience;
- **sightseeing cultural tourist** - cultural tourism is a primary or major reason for visiting a destination, but the experience is more shallow;
- **serendipitous cultural tourist** - a tourist who did not travel for cultural tourism reasons, but who, after participating, ends up having a deep cultural tourism experience;
- **casual cultural tourist** - cultural tourism is a weak motive for visiting a destination and the resultant experience is shallow;
- **incidental cultural tourist** - someone who does not travel for cultural tourism reasons, but who none the less participates in some activities and has a shallow experience.

All five types of cultural tourists can be found at any one time at a destination. The mix of tourist types will vary from destination to destination, depending on the destination itself, the actual place being visited within the destination, and the origin of the cultural tourist.

The overall awareness by tourists and the tourism sector of the destination and its reputation as a cultural tourism node will influence the type of visitor drawn to it. As Boniface and Fowler (1993) suggest, just because a cultural place is well known does not mean it is known well. Some visitors will visit simply to gain the personal status of having visited a well-known place, or to gather another photo for their collection. Many visitors will be fundamentally ignorant of the destination or will visit with such limited knowledge that it would not be possible for them to get a deep cultural experience. Others, however, will seek and receive a purposeful cultural tourism experience in the tradition of 'the traveller'.

If all the tourists have in mind is experiencing Uluru as 'Ayers Rock the natural phenomenon', then photographing it and climbing will match their expectations, and they will fit the category of incidental cultural tourist. The incidental cultural tourist probably makes up the majority of those visiting Uluru; with the other four types of cultural tourists making up the balance. However, such studies of visitor motivation and cultural understanding are yet to be carried out at Uluru.

Surveys are yet to be conducted on the types of tourists to be found at Pashupatinath, but it is likely that in this less well-known place the purposeful tourist and serendipitous tourist will dominate. The latter may just happen to engage a local guide or buy a local tour to fill some spare time either side of a trek. Despite the rich cultural heritage of the Kathmandu Valley, the main tourist demand is for trekking in the mountains. For those inspired by the cultural heritage of the Kathmandu Valley, Pashupatinath would be a great 'must see'.

Pilgrims to Pashupatinath Temple Complex

The Pashupatinath Temple Complex, near Kathmandu in Nepal, is a place of sacred significance to Hindus all over the subcontinent. It is holiest of the God Shiva's shrines in Nepal while being one of three important sites in the region. It attracts large numbers of pilgrims. Pilgrims come to bathe in the river and to burn their dead. To bathe in the Bagmati River at particular phases of the moon ensures translation to Shiva's paradise and to be burned on the banks of the river is to be granted certain release from rebirth (Dowman 1995:37). There
are many other rituals and ceremonies associated with this place and special 'festivals' that occur at certain times of the year (Pashupatinath Development Trust notes 2000). The Pashupatinath complex is also part of the 1979 World Heritage List inscription of around seven major cultural zones or sites in the Kathmandu Valley.

An 'unspoken policy' exists at the site complex that tourism operators should use a different entrance to that used by pilgrims and move visitors along a different route to view the main shrines. There are also supposed to be areas where tourist access is restricted, as at Uluru. But independent tourists unaware of the 'unspoken policy' can move through the site complex freely, deliberately or unintentionally intruding on pilgrims and worshippers.

Worshippers and pilgrims commonly outnumber tourists and are seen by the site's managers as the main user group for the whole complex. Currently the southern side of the Bagmati River is the main place that tourists are taken; non-Hindus can only view Pashupati and Guyeshwari temples from a distance. Tour groups are usually accompanied by a guide who brings them in by the south-western entrance, avoiding the main gate and the majority of the temple complex on the northern side of the river where cremations and rituals occur. Tourists are also brought along the southern edge of the river past numerous souvenir shops up a small hill to where they can look across and down into the courtyard of the Pashupati Temple and watch the cremations along the riverbank from a distance. While co-author Hilary du Cros was visiting the site, a few independent tourists were observed sitting on one of the prayer platforms nearby a cremation filming the activity. A Hindu member of our tour party was so incensed she went across the river to chase them off. No one directly connected with the management of the complex appeared interested in preventing the activities of such intrusive tourists.

**Current problems and possible solutions**

Tourists still form a small minority of visitors to the complex and their activities and needs are not considered very important by the new Pashupati Area Development Trust, set up by the government with royal patronage. The construction of a better tourist information centre and the provision of interpretation materials has been proposed in a recent tourism master plan for the complex. However these proposals are well down the priority list, with solutions to greater site management problems related to the needs of other users and its overall conservation being seen as more important. For instance, the sacred Bagmati River is so heavily polluted by heavy industry upstream and the removal of water for other uses that it can no longer absorb the ashes of the faithful very well. It has become a slow-running stream full of sludge, which devalues its cultural value. Development encroaches on the complex from all sides and a resettlement and rezoning plan is urgently needed to maintain a buffer between the complex and modern secular areas. Some commercialisation of the western side of the river by the way of unplanned shops and stalls is affecting the cultural value of the complex and the visitor experience it offers. There are also political problems regarding the reinvestment of religious donations into the conservation of buildings and structures, because much of this remuneration has been going into religious activities and maintaining the religious leaders' lifestyles instead. This difference of direction on reinvestment may also be related to the racial and caste disparities between the custodians and the Trust.

Hence concerns about improving the experience for tourists and encouraging better behaviour at the site have not been given the attention they deserve since many other more serious problems beset those concerned about conserving the complex. There is no formal management plan of the kind that has long been in use for Uluru-Kata Tjuta National Park. It is feared that the government will upgrade the promotion of the site in its tourism marketing without putting the necessary visitor management and monitoring programmes in place. There have also been mutterings that if the general management of the complex does not improve it may be put by UNESCO on the List of World Heritage Sites in Danger.

**Travelling to the Centre: Uluru**

Whether it is known as Uluru, Ayers Rock or just 'The Rock', the large red monolith in Central Australia has attracted a steady and increasing flow of tourists for over 40 years. Mountford, visiting Uluru in 1935, wrote of the 'lure of the 'great rock' calling him back, and others have written of its lure for Australians and visitors alike (Hill 1994). A visit to 'Ayers Rock' is like a secular pilgrimage, paying respect to the Rock by capturing it on film or the ultimate test of faith - the Climb. The Rock is part of the 'new world' tourist experience - it is a place of natural wonders, discovered by each of us as though we are the first. 'Uluru', on the other hand, evokes the Rock as a place with a vital cultural and religious life and significance to its Aboriginal custodians, the Agangu. Uluru, for most of us, represents a culture that is a long way from our own. Uluru is 'other'.

Mass tourism to central Australia and Ayers Rock (Uluru) dates back to the 1960s. The number of visitors continues to grow with 371,938 fee-paying visitors in 1999, a growth of 9.5% from the previous year. Uluru-Kata Tjuta Board of Management (2000) Tourism at Uluru is perhaps the primary way that the economic aspirations of the Agangu can be achieved. Since the 1985 hand-back of Uluru to the Agangu, a joint management arrangement for Uluru-Kata Tjuta National Park has been in place, enabling the traditional owners to play a central role in management decisions. As a result, for example, sacred sites previously open to tourists are now closed, and the Plan of Management proposes many other actions to respect Aboriginal law.

Tjukurpa provides the guiding principles for the management of the Park. Tjukurpa is the Pitjantjatjara word for law, environmental history, knowledge, religion and morality that is the basis of Agangu values and accounts for much of their intangible heritage. As an Aboriginal traditional custodian explained to the 1991 conference on Aboriginal involvement in park management:

Aganguku Law is held in our head and kurunpa [spirit]. You can't put Aboriginal Law on paper, it's the rules that grand-fathers and grandmothers and that fathers and mothers gave us to use, that we hold in our hearts and in our heads.

Climbing Uluru remains one of the most controversial activities inside the Park:

There they go, up the Rock ... Minga say Agangu about the climbers. Ants. All tourists are minga, crawling everywhere. (Hill 1994)

The Agangu would prefer that tourists did not climb. The route of the climb is sacred; as well, the Agangu feel responsible for visitor's welfare. They mourn those who die and close the
climb, for hours or a day or more, no doubt to the frustration of tourists on tight timetables who are determined to climb. Since 1962, more than 30 people have perished on the monolith and each year another 50 or so people need to be rescued from the site (AAP 1997). Some of these deaths are marked by plaques at the base of the climb. (Breeden 1994, Hill 1994, UKTB and Parks Australia, 1999).

Alternatives to ‘the climb’ are being actively promoted. For example, a park brochure introduces the Mala Walk and Mutitjulu Walk with the words:

Welcome to Aboriginal Land. We are Anangu, the traditional owners of Uluru. We want to share with you some of our ancient knowledge. We see some visitors coming to Uluru just to climb ‘the rock’ and look at the sunset. When you travel the Mala and Mutitjulu Walks you will experience much more - a journey into our living traditions.

In speaking of the Mala Walk, it is explained that:

The route taken by the Mala men to reach the top of Uluru is spiritually very important to Anangu. Visitors call this route ‘the climb’ and it makes Anangu sad to see people swarming over the tracks of our ancestors simply to get to the top... Although Anangu allow visitors to climb Uluru, we would prefer it if you chose to respect the Tjukurpa instead.

Why do people continue to climb? Has the climb become a cultural tradition or is climbing still the ‘thing to do’? Or does Uluru attract the wrong type of tourist? A brief review of some of the guidebooks and tour operator offerings suggest that it is a combination of these things. Perhaps we are witnessing a major change in the nature of tourism at Uluru too.

Guidebooks and tour operators

Lonely Planet and the Rough Guide are guidebooks marketed to “travelers” or independent tourists, some of whom may be purposeful cultural tourists. They attempt to communicate the ‘don’t climb’ message, as do two of the numerous web sites: the Sierra Club and Walkabout site (Australian Travel on Line). At the time of writing, however, the Northern Territory Tourist Commission’s web site did not provide the ‘don’t climb’ message to any potential visitors:

In Uluru-Kata Tjuta National Park, the opportunities for sightseeing, photography, walking and gaining new knowledge are boundless. You can take guided walks through the fascinating nooks and crannies around the base of Ayers Rock/Uluru, or you can climb to the top of the Rock if you are fit and healthy.... Be warned that several people have died during or as a result of a climb up the Rock.

Most companies offer sunrise and sunset tours, clearly responding to the demand for specific products that has developed over the past 40 years. Some companies include the climb as an automatic part of the package (although no climbs are actually ‘guided’) with a guided walk around the base as an alternative.

Camping tours and tours targeted at the 18-to-35 market are actually ‘guided’) with a guided walk around the Rock if you are fit and healthy.... Be warned that several people have died during or as a result of a climb up the Rock.

Climb is not listed on our brochure, as we do not promote it in accordance with the wishes of the Anangu people. The challenge of meeting the complex demands of a tourism industry based in a sacred place could not be more apparent.

Base tours are promoted as an ‘alternative’ to the climb rather than as the best option. The Rough Guide says:

Far less strenuous is the nine-kilometre walk around the Rock, which takes an easy three hours. It offers a closer look at Uluru’s Anangu sites (though note that some of the sacred sites are closed to ‘uninitiates’ – heed any warning notices) and the extraordinary textural variations. While the walk may not be a triumphant achievement, it can be more rewarding and is certainly more in keeping with the spirit of the place.

The Agangu alternatives

The Agangu, as co-managers of the park, have tried through signs and information to persuade people not to climb. They have also started Agangu Tours Pty Ltd in 1995, an entirely Aboriginal owned operation created by Aboriginal people as a corporate vehicle for their direct participation and involvement in the mainstream of the Australian tourism industry. Agangu Tours is currently one of the largest employers of Aboriginal people in the Central Desert region of the Australia, contributing to its aims of providing employment for local Agangu, and profit for its Aboriginal community shareholders through the operation of Aboriginal cultural tours, based on the traditions and skills of local Agangu. Its objectives are closely aligned with those of the Management Plan (Agangu Tours).

Agangu Tours offers several short tours, including sunrise and sunset tours, cultural tours, bush skills and guided walks:

All our guides have grown up in Central Australia and have an intricate understanding of the environment, flora, fauna and desert survival. They enjoy passing some of this information on to you. All tours are conducted in the guide’s own traditional language, with interpretation into English provided by our experienced interpreters. This makes our tours very special.
The new message

The new Anangu/park management message is 'we never climb' (Uluru-Kata Tjuta Board of Management 2000). This message is now one of three key messages that is communicated with visitors on their entry ticket. Tourist operators have agreed to convey these messages, and a new in-flight program prepared by Qantas also presents the 'don't climb' message.

Tensions between global and local, tourism and heritage management, as well as colonial and post-colonial philosophies and values are apparent at Uluru. There is also the tension between measures for the protection of tangible against intangible heritage. While the latter is acknowledged, its protection from damaging activities by Commonwealth law (DEST, 1996) in association with a World Heritage property is rarely explored. Given that 'the climb' may be seen as a 'damaging activity' by the Anangu holders of intangible heritage, what action should be taken?

Finally, in the spirit of post-colonial values, the climb is increasingly being seen within Australia as being politically incorrect. A number of high-profile people, including the former Deputy Prime Minister and leader of the conservative National Party, Tim Fischer, have apologised for climbing in the past (McKay and McDonald, 1999). This may be influencing many Australian visitors, but possibly not the overseas tourists.

Park managers seem to believe that interest in the climb is deteriorating though some statistics on this would be useful, as would surveys of visitor motivation (LKTBM and Parks Australia, 2000 and recent interviews). Bruce Stapleton (AAT Kings, Uluru) suggests that in the last five years the number of tourists who climb has dropped substantially, from 70 to 50 per cent (Stapleton pers. comm). However, the climb remains one of the most common and central tourism activities that is promoted or allowed for in virtually every tour package of the main operators. Climbing remains a core feature of the commoditised tourism experience offered and tourism operators are adamant that they would never support a total ban (McKay and McDonald, 1999).

So today, tourism tracks and visitor flows at Uluru still follow much the same pattern as they have since Uluru-Kata Tjuta first started attracting visitors, despite the variety of products now offered. The question remains as to how change can be accelerated, to ensure spiritual values are protected along with the jobs of Anangu people. New tourism products will be needed to meet the diverse interests of visitors. Over time, a different group of visitors may be attracted to Uluru, visitors more attracted by its spiritual meaning and importance. And an integrated approach to management planning and tourism product development will be essential.

It is much harder then for Uluru-Kata Tjuta National Park, despite being inscribed on the World Heritage List, to change existing tourist tracks and visitor expectations than it would be for a less well known place like Pashupatinath. An attraction that properly cultivates an integrated partnership from the earliest stage of its tourism product life cycle should find it easier to work through such issues than one in the mature stage of the life cycle, such as this particular case study.

Conclusions

Sacred places are not safe from tourists. Today, the tourist track is everywhere. Even those tourists who want to tread lightly may be doing harm to a culture, traditions and spirituality that the visitor neither shares nor understands.

Places need to be robust and well managed to cope with the extra stresses created by tourists - especially if they come in large numbers. Impacts on the fabric may be measurable and perhaps preventable. But what of the impacts on intangible values - on spiritual values. How resilient does a culture have to be to survive under the tourist microscope?

Uluru and Pashupatinath each stand for the many other places that are challenged by a competition between spiritual needs and tourist demands. At Uluru, the history of tourism makes change difficult. Uluru - as Ayers Rock - is virtually a product of tourism. It is 'the Rock, the climb, sunsets and sunrises'. Basically a good time in the outback. Changing this image will take time, determination, and coordinated effort involving the tourism industry. A start has been made.

For Pashupatinath, the biggest challenges are not yet tourism. Many other and more important problems need to be faced first. But, in fact, now is the critical time to set some limits, and avoid creation of a tourism product that is culturally unsustainable. If Pashupatinath is not to have the Ayers Rock-Uluru problems, tourist management is critical and is needed right now.
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